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The Nigerian Family Association (NFA), a non- profit, non-religious non-political has continued to
uphold and propagate the interest, welfare and cultural heritage of Nigeria in Sweden. It has been in
the forefront of planning and organising activities for Nigerians living in Gothenburg and environs.
The year 2015 had been a fulfilling and exciting year for Nigerian here in Gothenburg and we have
been able to work together as a community and also worked in partnership with our friends from
other countries. This we hope to improve on so as to enable our members especially the youths and
newly arrived, to be properly integrated into the Swedish society.
Administrative activities
The administrative activities of NFA was done mostly by members of the board, and some leaders of
committee in different areas such as educational, cultural, sports and welfare activities. These
activities included meetings, planning, managing the day to day running of the association,
documentation, and other administrative assignments. Executive board meetings were held monthly
in the year 2015 and the office activities have had volunteers who assisted in carrying out
administrative assignments. NFA carried out different activities in 2015 some of them are mentioned
below.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES Study circles
NFA has successfully organised study circle activities for the last three years and we are growing
stronger and putting effort to help educate our members in Gothenburg. These circle activities
forms an integral part of our activities. Currently we have a number of circles with our members
participating in them
Different groups have been formed to work together in promoting and encouraging Nigerians in
Gothenburg. Presently we have several study circles groups that is functional and there was a
training course for the leaders of this groups
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Presently NFA has the following circles running: societal orientation, hair plating, dance, music,
leadership training

Social and Cultural Activities
Nigerian Market Place
The Nigerian Family Association (NFA) presented a culture event titled Nigerian Market Place and
Cultural Values. The event took place June 6th & 7th, 2015, from 12: 00 to 18: 00, at Kanaltorg (front
of älvsrummet, near Operan teater). The event was held an outdoor event. It was a two-day event
massively attended and supported by nationals and organizations of other African countries including
Ethiopia, Ghana to mention a few. We use this medium to appreciate the massive support and work
forward to more collaborations.

One main reason of organising the Nigerian Marketplace and cultural values was to bring the
Nigerian people and her culture closer to the people of Gothenburg. The event was well attended
and other African countries also participated in the cultural events. Both days of the cultural activities
met this singular goal because the crowd was actually made up of more people who were not
members of our organisation but swedes and other nationals, asking questions and talking to
someone who could say a thing or two about what we were doing.
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Nigerian Independence Day Celebration: NFA celebrates the Nigerian Independence annually. In
2015 the independence was celebrated in with cultural events showcased by members of the dance
and music study circles of NFA. There was also a football match between Nigeria team and Nigerians
in from Stockholm as part of the Independence Day celebration. The entire team massively
responded with supporters who came to cheer them as they took part in the football events during
the day and the evening parties.
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The evening event took a new turn as we had all the religious leaders of the Nigerian community in
Gothenburg called to come and say a word to the Almighty for the community.
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Culture Project: NFA had another culture project titled: Nigerian Cultural Display and Dance. The
culture project was successfully executed and we hope it will help us to work more closely with the
kulturforvaltning, the body that gave us funds for the project.
The intercultural project events were done with participating organisations coming with different
cultural display such as dance, music, food and fashion to show their culture. The participants also
came from and represented four different continents; Nigeria representing Africa, Sweden
representing Europe, India representing Asia and Bolivia representing South America. The
participants had different corners for their exhibition, putting out tables and other things they need
to display.
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Support and advisory services
NFA, under the year had given help and advisory services to Nigerians in Gothenburg. Different ways
had been used to help in giving different support to individuals and families. Many have benefited in
the areas of accommodation, legal support and representation, fund raising and integration into the
Swedish society. We hope to do more on this in the year 2016.
Educational activities
Study circle Groups
Sports Activities
Most part of 2014 and 2015 saw a very active period where Nigerians youths engaged themselves in
extra activities like playing indoor and outdoor games, such as table tennis, billiard, chess, ayo (a
local Nigerian indoor game), card games, football and quiz events for youths. Most of these events
were held in small groups and have had group leaders who organise and plan the sports schedules
and activities.
COLLABORATING WITH OTHER ORGANISATIONS
GLIOS
NFA participated in the annual GLIOS Cup competition involving different football teams in
Gothenburg. The Nigerian team unfortunately lost out at the semifinals. It was fun at the finals of the
Green Light International Organisation of Sweden (GLIOS) cup on Sunday 27th July 2014 and we
congratulate GLIOS for organising a successful competition, the various teams that participated in the
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football competition. The Gambia team won the finals and we hope the Nigerian team beat them
next year. Kudos to the Nigerian team we are proud of you and we hope to win next year.

NFA also participated in other activities organized by the Yoruba Union Sweden and the Ibo General
Assembly Gothenburg. Highlights of these activities include the Iriji (new yam festival) celebrated by
the Ibo General Assembly.

Conclusion
Our activities in 2015 included different discussion forums on how we can improve on the
organisation’s activities we have today. Many of these discussions were held in formal meeting and
also in discussions at different gatherings of Nigerians here in Gothenburg. We believe that this has
contributed to the improvements being experienced in NFA today.
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